The following list includes gifts of $250 or more made to the Baltimore Center Stage Annual Fund December 1, 2017 through April 5, 2019. Although space limitations make it impossible for us to list everyone who helps fund our artistic, education, and community programs, we are enormously grateful to those who contribute to Baltimore Center Stage. We couldn’t do it without you!

**INDIVIDUALS AND FOUNDATIONS**

The Center Stage Society represents individual donors who, through their annual contributions of $1,500 or more, provide special opportunities for our artists and audiences. Society members are actively involved through special events, theater-related travel, and behind-the-scenes conversations with theater artists.

**SEASON SPONSORS ($50,000+)**
- Ellen and Ed Bernard
- Lynn Deering
- Jane and Larry Droppa
- Joseph and Harvey Meyerhoff Family Charitable Funds
- Terry H. Morgenthaler and Patrick Kerins
- Judy and Scott Phares
- Lynn and Philip Rauch
- The Shubert Foundation, Inc.
- The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

**PRODUCERS CIRCLE ($25,000-$49,999) **
- Penny Bank
- Stephanie and Ashton Carter
- James and Janet Clauson
- The JI Foundation
- Kathleen Hyle
- The Laurents/Hatcher Foundation
- Sandy Liotta and Carl Ostlerman
- Charles E. Noell III
- Sharon and Jay Smith

**ARTISTS CIRCLE ($10,000-$24,999) **
- Anonymous
- Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
- Peter and Millicent Bain
- The Bunting Family Foundation
- Mary Catherine Bunting
- The Helen P. Denit Charitable Trust
- Walter B. Doggett III and Joanne Doggett
- Nancy Dorman and Stanley Mazaroff
- Brian M. and Denise H. Eakes
- Amy Elias and Richard Pearlstone
- Juliet A. Eurich and Louis B. Thalheimer
- Beth and Michael Falcone
- The Fascitelli Family Foundation
- Daniel and Lori Gahagan
- Sandra Levi Gerstung
- The Goldsmith Family Foundation
- Harry Gruner and Rebecca Henry
- The Laverna Hahn Charitable Trust

**PLAYWRIGHTS CIRCLE ($5,000-$9,999) **
- The William L. and Victorine Q. Adams Foundation
- Taunya Lovell Banks
- Brudie Barr and Tallie Miller
- Mr. and Mrs. Douglas L. Becker
- Winnie and Neal Borden, The Harry L. Gladding Foundation
- James T. and Francine G. Brady
- Susan Bridges and Bill Van Dyke
- Sylvia and Eddie Brown
- The Annie E. Casey Foundation
- Melissa and Augie Chiasera
- The Nathan & Suzanne Cohen Foundation

**J. S. Plank and D. M. DiCarlo Family Foundation**
- Wendy Jachman
- Francie and John Keenan
- Townsend and Bob Kent
- Keith Lee
- Ken and Elizabeth Lundeen
- Marion I. and Henry J. Knott Foundation
- Robert E. Meyerhoff and Rheda Becker
- Jeanine Murphy
- J. William Murray
- Dave and Chris Powell
- Mr. and Mrs. George M. Sherman
- Department of VSA and Accessibility at the John F. Kennedy Center
- Ellen J. Remsen Webb and J.W. Thompson Webb

**THANK YOU!**
The Jane and Worth B. Daniels, Jr. Fund
The Delaplaine Foundation, Inc.
Dick Gamper
Megan M. Gillick
Fredye and Adam Gross
The Hecht-Levi Foundation, Inc.
Patricia and Mark Joseph, The Shelter Foundation
The John J. Leidy Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Humanities Council
John and Kim McCardell
Laurie McDonald
Melissa Newman
Nora Roberts Foundation
Mark and Joanne Pollak
Dorothy Powe, in memory of Ethel J. Holliday
The Ida and Joseph Shapiro Foundation
Michele Speaks and David Warnock
Donald and Mariana Thoms
Joe Timmins and Jodie Kristy
Krissie and Dan Verbic
Loren and Judy Western
Ted and Mary Jo Wiese
Thomas Wilson Sanitarium for the Children of Baltimore City

DIRECTORS CIRCLE ($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous
The Lois and Irving Blum Foundation
Meredith and Adam Borden
Drs. Joanna and Harry Brandt
Diana and Clinton Daly
Mr. Jed Dietz and Dr. Julia McMillan
Suzan Garabedian
Andy and Beth Giddens
Kim Gringas and Gene DeJackome
Robert and Cheryl Guth
Sandra and Thomas Hess
Ralph and Claire Hruban
David and Elizabeth J. Himelharp Hurwitz
Susan and Steve Immelt
Chris and Wendy Jeffries
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Jennings, Jr.
Rodica Johnson
Francine and Allan Krumholz
The Macht Fund of the Associated
Jim and Mary Miller
Hugh and Leanne Mohler
Chuck and Paddy Morton
John and Susan Nehra
Jill and Darren Pratt
Val and Hutch Robbins
Michelle and Nathan Robertson
Charles and Leslie Schwabe
Barbara Payne Shelton
Scott and Mimi Somerville
Scot T. Spencer
Michael Styer
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thomasian
Cheryl Hudgins Williams and Alonza Williams
Todd M. Wilson and Edward Delaplaine
Paul and Dorothy Wolman
Dr. Richard H. Worsham and Ms. Deborah Geisenkotter

DESIGNERS CIRCLE ($1,500-$2,499)
Anonymous
Stephanie and Vince Baker
Patricia Baum, The Baum Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Donald D. Brown
The Campbell Foundation, Inc.
The Caplan Family Foundation, Inc.
Jane Cooper and Philip Angell
The Mary and Dan Dent Family Fund
Dana M. DiCarlo
Andrea and Samuel Fine, in memory of Carole Goldberg
Dr. Matthew Freedman and Dr. Gladys Arak Freedman
Howard and Susan Goldberg
Dr. Neil Goldberg, in memory of Carole S. Goldberg
Goldseker Foundation
Len and Betsy Homer
James and Rosemary Hornuth
Harriet S. Iglehart
Joseph J. Jaffa
Murray Kappelman
Myron Terry Koenig Fund for Waverly at the Baltimore Community Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Linehan, The Linehan Family Foundation
Diane Markman
The Meier and Berlinghof Families Fund
Marilyn Meyerhoff
Morris A. Mechanic Foundation
Michael and Cristina Niccolini
Lee and Marilyn Ogburn
The Rollins-Luetkemeyer Foundation
Michael Ross
Renee Samuels and Jordan Rosenfeld
Barbara and Sig Shapiro
E. Follin Smith
Scott and Julia Smith
Terri and Bob Smith
George and Holly Stone
Brian and Susan Sullam
Nanny and Jack Warren, in honor of Lynn Deering
Sydney and Ron Wilner
Young Audiences of Maryland, Inc.
COMPANY
($750-$1,499)
Anonymous
Diane Abeloff
Tracy Bacigalupo and Jake Baker
Amy and Bruce Barnett
Scott and Katherine Bissett
Richard and Lisa Blue
Bruce Blum
Leonor and Marc Blum
John and Carolyn Boitnott
Michael Borowitz and Barbara Crain
Jan Boyce
G. Brian Comes and Raymond Mitchener
Joe Coons and Victoria Bradley
The Cordish Family
B.J. and Bill Cowie
Richard and Lynda Davis
James DeGraffenreidt and Mychelle Farmer
The Honorable and Mrs. E. Stephen Derby
Linda Eberhart
Donald M. and Margaret W. Engvall
Bob and Susie Fetter
Genine and Josh Fidler
José and Ginger Galvez
Richard and Sharon Gentile, in honor of the Center Stage Costume Shop
John Ginovsky and Alma Hays
Stuart and Linda Grossman
Tom and Barbara Guarneri
Linda Hambleton Panitz
Rachel and Ian Heavers
Kelly and Andre Hunter
Elayne Hurwitz
James and Hillary Aidus Jacobs
Kris Jenner and Susan Cummings
Max Jordan
Shirley Kaufman
Neil and Linda Kirschner, in honor of Ken and Elizabeth Lundeen
Andrea Laporte
Jonna and Fred Lazarus
Robert and Susan Mathias
Mary L. McGeady
Brad Mendelson
John Messmore
Jane and Joe Meyer
Beverly and John Michel
Betsy Nelson
Roger F. Nordquist, in memory of Joyce C. Ward
Dr. Bodil Ottesen
Michael and Phyllis Panopoulos
Jeffrey and Laura Thul Penza
Stephen Richard and Mame Hunt
The James and Gail Riepe Family Foundation, in honor of Lynn Deering
Sara and Doug Sampson
Gail Schulhoff
Bayinnah Shabazz, M.D.
The Earle and Annette Shawe Family Foundation
The Sinksy-Kresser-Racusin Memorial Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Smelkinson
Arun and Shilta Subhas
William J. Sweet and Geraldine Mullan
Marc and Diana Terrill
Sabrina Sikes Thornton
John Wessner
Dr. and Mrs. Frank R. Witter
Jean L. Wymann
Patricia Yevics-Eisenberg and Stewart Eisenberg
Steve Ziger and Jamie Sneed

ADVOCATES
($250-$749)
Anonymous
Yasamin Al-Askari
Bradley and Lindsay Alger
Eleanor Allen
Bernadette Anderson
The Alsop Family Foundation
Alan M. Arrowsmith, II
Meredith C. Atkinson and Joe Sanchez
Deborah and Stephen Awalt
Mike Baker
The Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bank Family Fund
Cheri Barr-Griffin
Jaye and Dr. Ted Bayless Fund
David and Cecelia Beck
Randi and Adam Benesch
Drs. George and Valerie Bigelow
Maureen and Bob Black
Katharine C. Blakeslee
Cynthia Wyrick Bledsoe
Rachel and Steven Bloom, in honor of Beth Falcone
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brager, Jr.
Warren and Eva Brill
Anne Elliott Brown
Michelle Brown
Susan and Michael Brown
Sandra and Thomas Brushart
Charles and Betsy Bryan
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Burnett, II
Natalie and Paul Burclaff
Ardath Cade
Cindy Candelori
Evelyn Cannon and James Casey
The Jim and Anne Cantler Memorial Fund
Kevin and Tea Carnell
June Carr
Mary K. Carter
INDIVIDUALS AND FOUNDATIONS

Jan Caughlan
Henry and Linda Chen,
in memory of Lysl Sundheim
Sue Lin Chong
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Christ
Tracey L. Chunn
Grant and Monique Cleverley
Fronda Cohen Ottenheimer
and Richard Ottenheimer
Mary Ellen Cohn
Joan Coley and Lee Rice
The Elsa and Stanton Collins
Charitable Fund
Nancy and Charlie Cook
Carol and Will Cooke
David and Sara Cooke
Betty and Stephen Cooper
Scott and Patricia Corbett
The Margaret O. Cromwell
Family Fund
Gwen Davidson
Robert and Janice Davis
Lawrie Deering and
Albert DeLoskey, The Deering
Family Foundation
Lynne M. Durbin and
John-Francis Mergen
Paula and Franco Einaudi
Dr. Frank Eisenberg and
Hon. Catherine C. Blake
The Eliasberg Family
Foundation
Deborah and Philip English
Peter and Chris Espenshade
Rhea Feikin, in memory of
Colgate Salsbury
Gary Felser and
Debra Brown Felser
Merle and David Fishman
Dr. Robert P. and
Janet Fleishman
Lindsay and Bruce Fleming
Arlene Forastiere and
Gary Goldstein
Joan and David Forester
Amy and Scott Frew
Eleanor Frias and
Samuel Robfogel
Dr. Neal M. Friedlander and
Dr. Virginia K. Adams
Nick and Katherine Garber
Mark and Patti Gillen
Lori and Gene Gillespie
Hal and Pat Gilreath
Herbert and Harriet Goldman
Ann Clary Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. W. Kyle Gore
Mary and Richard Gorman
Hannah B. Gould
Amy Grace and Karen Blood
Angelo and Donna Guarino
Michael and Susan Guarnieri
Donald M. and
Dorothy W. Gundlach
Stephen and Melissa Heaver
Peter Hegeman and
Patricia Egan
Betsy and George Hess
Sue Hess
Charlotte Hill
Mrs. James J. Hill, Jr.,
in memory of James J. Hill Jr.
Barbara and Sam Himmelrich
Susan Horn
The A. C. and Penney Hubbard
Foundation
Iodice Family Foundation
Sally and John Isaacs
Dr. and Mrs. Juan M. Juanteguy
Ann H. Kahan
Bill and Sue Kanter
Lee Kappelman
Pat Karzai, Helmund Restaurant
Richard and Judith Katz
Alane and George Kimes
Roland King and
Judith Phair King
Mark and Terri Kissinger
Joyce and Robert Knodell
Thomas and Lara Kopf
Joseph M. and
Judy K. Langmead
Mr. and Mrs. William Larson
Dr. and Mrs. Yuan C. Lee
Peter Leffman
Gregory Lehne
Dr. and Mrs. George Lentz, Jr.
Marilyn Leuthold
Jill and Mark D. Levin
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth B. Lewis
The Ethel M. Looram
Foundation, Inc.
Cathy MacNeil-Hollinger and
Mark Hollinger, in honor of
Stephanie Ybarra
Dr. Frank C. Marino Foundation
Jeanne E. Marsh
Aida and James Matters
Venus McDonald
and Ken Plummer
Judy McMullen, in honor of
Terry Morgenthaler
Mary and Barry Menne
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy E.
Meredith
Tracy Miller and Paul Arnest,
in honor of Stephanie Miller
Stephanie F. Miller, in honor of
The Lee S. Miller Jr. Family
Michael Milligan
Faith and Ted Millspaugh
Jill Morgenthaler,
in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
Bill and Mimi Mules
George and Beth Murnaghan
Stephen and Terry Needel
Mary Nichols
Dr. and Mrs. Alex Ober
Charles and
Margaret M. H. Obrecht
Claire D. O’Neill
Ed and Jo Orser
Patricia Palmer
P.R.F.B. Charitable Foundation, in memory of Shirley Feinstein Blum
Kevin and Joyce Parks
Bruce and Sindy Parrott
Fred and Grazina Pearson
Linda and Gordon Peltz
William and Paula Phillips
Ron and Pat Pilling
Bonnie L. Pitt
Leslie and Gary Plotnick
Janel Plum, in memory of Jeffrey J. Plum
Dr. Rose Polatty and Michael J. Stott, in memory of Whitney Stott
Robert E. and Anne L. Prince
Richard and Kathryn Radmer
Shurndia Reaves
Cyndy Renoff and George Taler
Phoebe Reynolds
Natasha and Keenan Rice
Alison and Arnold Richman
Jack and Ida Roadhouse
Sarah and John Robinson
Joe Rooney and Ian Tresselt, in honor of Del Risberg
Wendy Rosen and Richard Weisman
Michael Rosenbaum and Amy Kiesel
Al Russell
Sheila and Steve Sachs
Steven and Lee Sachs
Jessica and Glen Schatz
Eugene and Alice Schrieber
Philanthropic Fund
Dr. Cynthia Sears
Clair Zamoiski Segal
Dr. Carl Shanholz and Dr. Ruth Horowitz
Leslie Shepard
The Judi and Burr Short Charitable Fund
Kimberly Shorter
Deborah and Harvey Singer
Dana and Matthew Slater, in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
James Smith
Pamela A. Stevens
Clare H. Stewart, in honor of Bill Geenen
Dr. Emma J. Stokes
Gerhard F. Stronkowski
Doris Sweet
Szilagyi Family Foundation
Cindy and Fred Thompson
Gordon and Charlene Tomaselli
Aaron Tripp and Shoshana Ballew
Drs. Harold and Robin Tucker
Sharon and David Tufaro
Judy Vandever
Steve and Lorraine Walker
Maria J. Wawer
Rachel and Bill Weker
Camille Wheeler and William Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip A. White
Ken and Linda Woods
Daniel Young and Deborah King-Young
Eric Young
Dr. Laurie S. Zabin
William D. Zerhouni

GOVERNMENT GRANTS
Baltimore Center Stage is supported, in part, by a grant from the Maryland State Arts Council (msac.org) which receives support from the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency.
Baltimore County Executive, County Council, & Commission on Arts and Sciences
Howard County Arts Council through a grant from Howard County Government
Mayor Catherine E. Pugh and the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES
The Abell Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America
BGE
The Black & Decker Corporation
Brown Capital Management, Inc.
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
IBM Foundation
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
JMI Equity
Kraft Foods
McCormick Foundation
Norfolk Southern Foundation
Oracle
PNC Bank
T. Rowe Price Foundation
UBS Wealth Management
Verizon
Western Union
We make every effort to provide accurate acknowledgement of our contributors. To advise us of corrections, please call 410.986.4026.
Designate Center Stage Associates, Inc as your charity and go to smile.amazon.com every time you shop online.